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• 
A.  INTRODUGTION 
L  The  Commission is submitting here'id  th the sixth report  on the 
implementation of Council Regulation  (EEC)  Uo  543/69 of 251\1arch  1969 
by the MemberStates,  which it is required by Article 17  of that Regulation 
to draw up for the Council  every ·year •. For technical reasons,. this report .  .  .  .  .  . 
covers the notification for 197 5  and  1976; .it therefore applies to _the 
period from  1  January  i975 to  31  December 1976. 
2.  On  21  February 1975 Denmark  promulgated  implementingregul~tions for 
the application of the Regulation to international  and national transport 
and Ireland did· the  same  in respect_· of international transport  on 
1  December  1975,  so  thcl.t  data is nm·:. avf'>i:.able  from these  countries as well 
!  '  ' 
as  for the  period covered by  the report.  Because  of 
1the  special transitional 
rules for the UnHed Kingdom  and Ireland,  the. provisions of the Regulation 
vJere  not  applied to  nat'ional  traffic;  the' data pr'ovided by these countries 
thus  appl_ies  only to internat  ior..al  traffic. 
·. 3.  The  annex to the report  contains a  summary  of .the notificatio_ns  from  the 
individual I•fember  States.  Section B contains  a  summary  and assessment  of the 
notifications and Section C the conclusions dra't'm  from the repot:ts of the 
Member  States. 
•,., 2'-
B.  SIJl<J:MARY  AND  ASSESSMENT 
As  the· information given in t4e notific'ations of the  Member  States continues 
'to vary  in nature,  it is difficult to make  a  totally reliable comparative 
'assessment of the situation. 
Quantitatively speak1ng,  the report  is more  informative in that  Denmark  and 
the United Kingdom  are providing more  precise information now  that they  have 
promulgated appropriate  implement'ing regul<7tions.  In the  case  of the 
.  ' 
United.'Kingdom,  this applies  only to international· transport  for the time· 
being.  Unfortunately,  no  information at all is available from  Ireland. 
Organization 'of surveillance 
The  administrative reorganization and  improvement  of France's  control  system 
is to be  welcomed,  since it will enable  a  substantially more  effective form 
.of surveillance to be  carried out •.  In particular, the  systematic and 
centralized evaluation of the ,sheets  from  recording devices and the work  done 
on the automatic evaluation of these  sheets is of the greatest  interest and 
should be  the  subject· of an exchange  of experiences at the appropriate time. 
It is regrettable that the Irish authorities have  not yet  provided any  information 
on this matter• . Exception must  be  taken to the fact  that  in Italy controls are 
carried out  only at the entrepreneur  1 s  headquarters.  The  result  is that 
,  I 
non-Italian vehicles are not  sub~ect to any  controls on Italian terri~or,y. 
Infringements and penalties 
The  information given by most  countries about  violations and penalties permit 
the conclusion that  ~ri attempt  is being made  to monitor  obse'rvance  of the 
Regulation and punish infringements. However,  whether this is fully  ~dequate 
Or  Cbuld  be  more  efficient is another question. " 
• 
.. 
3 
Italy and Ireland provided insufficiently·. specific in:r'ormation or no· 
_information at aH,  a  fact which precludes a  comparative  assess~ent. 
.  '  ·.  '  .  . '  .  '  .  .  .  .  . 
. Ireland and the United Kingdom  were  empowered,  initially;,. to apply the· 
.!  o  ~  •  '  '  '  0  '  •  •  '  '  '  I  '  '  '  '  '' 
'community ·Regulatl.,on only  to international transport •  Because ·of the 
'delay in promulgating' its national  implementing  r~gulations; .Denmark.· 
·provided information only for 1976 and ohly  on. international  ~ransport,  · 
.  ·' 
. I 
" 
I 
/ 
so that· the· sit'q.ation' in that  country  cannot  be  adequatel;r ass'essed.  I,I'he  .. 
.  '  .  . 
United Kingdom  sensibly provided· information .in respect  of' international· 
.. ' 
.. 
·' 
•  '  •  '  '  I  •  '  :  '  I  '•,  I  • 
transport  covering all the .vehicles -affected by the Regulation and  established· 
the ration between them and the' nmnber  of infringements disc.overed at 
. ins~ect'ions·.  This  show.ed  that' in 1975 .irifringement~ \:ere  disco~e~ed in·  .  •'  ..  '  .  . ''.  .  .  ~  . .  '  .  •;. ..  . .  .  '  '  ~  '  .  '  .  .  '  . 
respect  of 1%  of the vellic1es' affected by the_ Regulation and  irt  respect  of.· 
0~6% in .1976.  Ho.-rever,. a  completely satisfa9tory assessment· would be. 
,  .  '  .  I  .  .  . 
possible only if the number  of' vehicles  cheoked·'and found to be  in order 
·hid been reported as well;, · 
\  I  ...  · 
·' 
The  information· provided by  France  shows  a  gratifying development  in :that, 
\'r~th 't.he  general  introduction of  .rec~rding devices  in vehicles and  syst~matic 
'  . 
surveiHance by  evaluation of .check  ~heets/ not  (?ruy  can checkf?  b~ carried  . ' 
o~t  mo~e· rationally and-acc~rately, but ·t.he."number  of• infr~ngements is 
.  '.  .  .  '  .. 
declining.,.  The  iriforrnation provided by  Belgium shows  a  simi-lar trend.  .  .  .  .  -
.;·• 
Infringemi.mts  by ·foreigners  .  '  . 
Unfortunately,  the  fi~res provi~ed. by  the-Member  states do  nqt .P~rmit a. 
reliable. comparison~  Italy has. no  data available· for this field•.  I~eland 
.has prpvided no  i~f6rmation at all'  and extensive  checks  and  a  breakdown of 
infringemen~s by Danish  al~(l  non-Danish nationals 1frere'.riot. yet 'possible • 
. Furtherm~r~, the nature. of the. dcita· provided .varies  from  year t.o·year,  the 
la;y-out  of the data v~ies from  col.mtry to: c~untry and,  as·. a  rule, ·absolute. 
/·  .  . 
· f.igure_s  are given,  which t.ell us, very little. · ·  ·- / 
. {'  I.  .,.· 
'\ 
....  . \ 4-
Penalties  imposed 
Ita~, Luxembourg  and Ireland provided no  quantitative  d~ta at 'all, a 
fact  which must  be  described as highly unsatisfactory.  De.nmark  imposed 
no  penal ties in 1975,  though  some  were  impos.ed  in 1976.  The. information 
provided by  the other Member  States indicates that things are undoubtedly· 
better there.  However,  exception must  be  taken to the fact  that  only· 
'  . 
the Federal Republic of Germaey  and  the Netherlands provide  separate 
· information in respect  of penal  ties imposed  on foreigners.  Since the 
information provided varies from  country to country and is sometimes 
incomplete,  a  precise assessment  is difficult,  and there will  be  no 
improvement  until 'all Member  States provide uniform,  precise and detailed 
information. 
.  Mutual  assistance and notification of infringements 
Mutual  assistance by  the Member  States is, unfortunately,  making little 
progress and  is still far  from  the appropriate and desirable volume.  The 
Federal Republic also reported on cooperation with non-Community  countries 
(Austria).  Developments  are still highly unbalanced- which m~  be  related 
to differences in the urgency of the situation from  country to countr,y. 
There  is no  doubt  but  that the Member  States must  take  more  energetic steps 
in this area. 
The  closest  cooperation appears  to be :that  behl'eEm the Federal  Republic,  the 
Netherlands,  France  and  Belgium.·  The  Netherlands provided precise statistics: 
in 1975  the  Dutch authorities received 3  217  notifications  regardi~ penalties 
imposed  and 4  498  in 1976.  tfhile mutual  notification of infringements  (charges, 
protocols)  made  appreciabie progress,  mutual  notification of the  penalites 
subsequently  imposed  is hardly worth mentioning.  Only  the  Federal  Republic 
and Belgium  made  such notifications. 
• ' 
' 
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·Conclusions  and proposals of the  !~~ember  St.ates 
Application of the Regulation 
··. 
·.  In all, it is the  o'pinion of certain Member  St~tes .. ·despite ·certain 
reservations - that  observance  of Community  regulations has improved. 
Yet,  although Italy took the vie>-i  that there 'had been such an improvement, 
it must  be  criticized for failing to provide the Commission with data 
support  irig such a. view.  Denmark' 'provided data only  on international transport, 
.  . 
while  Ireland provided' none .at all.  LuXembourg  took the view that  a  longer 
period of experience  is needed before reliable assessments  can be  made~ 
The  Federa_,l  Republic,, whose  experience carries particular weight  because 
of its geographical'location and its position in international· transport, 
.  .  . 
is the main source  of  compl~l.ints that there. seem's  to be  a  :far  from uniform 
application of  .. the Regulation by the variom:i  Ke~tber, States or by foreigners 
.  .  .  . 
in the  Feder~l Republic and that this lack o:f uniformity applies both to 
.  .checks  and to the  imposition of penalties.  Italy and Belgium think it im:portani 
.  .  '  . 
that  the  import  of the Regulation should b.e  brought ,ho~e more  forc·ibly, 
.  .  . 
pEJ.rticularly to small and medium-sized undertakings,  whil.e  BelgiUm  has again· 
suggested that thought  be  given to whether. some  knowiedge  of the  Reg\JJ.B.:Gio~l 
,:)l.:)uld  be  required in driving licence tests. 
'  The  French authorities take the view that  a  ·substantial  improvement  of 
.  .  :  .  . 
controls -and thus of the application.of the  ~eguJ,ation..: 
by an improved· standardiz~tion  ·and typification  ~f control 
Community  • 
' 
.·  '  .. 
could be  achieved . 
methods  \lr:lthin the 6 -
- Use  of the  individual  control_ book 
In view of the general' step-by-step introduction of recording devices in 
'  ' 
vehicles,  this question has lost much-of its importance  in respect  o:f 
transpor-t within the Community.  It is still important  in traffic t,rith · 
non-,Cornmuni ty countries,  \'lhere  the  situation, as  re;sards the correct keeping 
of the  control  books  and  pr,ovision for. adequate  controls - particularly· in 
respect  of ~ehicles from  South-East  European countries  ~ etill leaves  much 
to be desired.  With the general application of the European Agreement  Concernine 
the lvork  of Crevrs  of Vehicles  Engaged -in J;nternational  Road  Transport  (AETR) 
·not  onl~ throughout  the  Community1,  but  also in as  large as possible  a  ~umber of 
rio.n-Community  countries,  conditions will be  substant:ially improved.;.  In. this 
connection,  it must. be  pointed out that Regulation (EEC)  No  1463/70 on the 
introduction of recording equipment  in vehicles has  not  yet  been applied in 
the United Kingdom  and· Ireland.  The  situation in Ireland was  totally unsatisfqctory, 
since the  Irish authoriti'es have  not  c~en made  the  individual  control  book 
mandatory. 
Standard form· 
I 
All  Member  States are satisfied with the .standard form. 
-' 
Proposals for measures which  could  improve application of the Regulation. 
,._ 
Particular attention is drawn  to the  need to inform _employerS  and  driving  creWs. 
more  adequately about  Community  regulations.  The  Federal  Republic repeated its 
proposal  that  instruction sheets be  distributed, while Belgium again  sugge~ted 
that a  knowledge  of certain regulation~ should be tested  •. ·  France  aga'i~ pointed 
to the  importance of  standardizi~ the  control  sheets of recording equipment 
and the  eqtiipment  itself. 
Finally,  Britain,  Denmark  and the  Netherlands- again stressed the  importance 
of efforts to give  a  suffiqiently flexible  f'orm  to Community  regulations· along 
the lines of the viei'tS  they .had  expressed in· the Council. 
1In acco~dance with Cou·ncH Regulation  (EEC) · Uo  2829/77  of 12 .December  1977  on 
the  coming_ into  force_ of the  AETR  (OJ  No  'L  334/11  of 24  December 1977), all  . 
Member  States except  Ireland are Contrapting Parties. 
Effective  1  January 1978,  the provisions of the AETR  apply to .all vehi,cles from 
non-Community  countries  o~·Community territory. 
'-
• 
'• 
·I  . ·f  . 
. -.7 
c·~  CONCLUSIONS 
. '' 
'  .  ' 
·It is an unfortunate· fact that  in· varying degrees.- the situation does  not· 
·.'  .  ' 
•·  .come  up to what  is desirable· or,  in many  cases,. _even  vihat' is necessary.-
'  .  - .  .  .  '  .  .  .  ' 
..  A reliable survey enabling serviceable  coinpa:risons  to be  made·. :is renderE:Jd 
'  difficult not  orily  by. the  -~ajor ·ctiff~~·ences  from  country to  country in the 
.. 
'1  .·.- ·• 
aata provid_ed. or by' the -totai lack of  d~ta, but  is  a~  so  limite<l by the 
fact  that the Unite-d Kingdom  and Ireland confined their application of the 
f  •  •  •  •  ' 
Regulation' to international transport  and that  sonie  !{ember  St13,tes  need to 
acquire more  e:ip~rience with theiF implementing regulations  on_ some  points 
.before they  can get  a  better grip on the situation. 
.  .  ' 
A transitional .situation  ~nvolving certail1. diff:i,.Qult:j.es  in adaptation. l'ras 
.  .  {.  .  .  .  :  ,.  ' 
created by the  ~ore generai introduction of re.cording. equipment as' a  conti,'o·l 
,  .  .  . ,  .  ·.·  ,  I  .  ,  ,  .  , 
device and the ·replac(3!'nent. of  the: indi;,idual ·control book.  ·An  unsati~fac:t;ory'. · 
situation has arisen in tha,t  th~·  tinited-ki~dom .and· Ireland haVe. not ·yet  .. 
•  •  I  ',  '  '  •  •.  '  '  ........  .  ,  I  '  ".  •,  . .  '  ."  ~·  •  . .  '  ' 
· applied.  Regulat~on (EEC:)  No  1463/70 on. the  irrt-rod'll:ct ion of recording· equipment •..  · 
For lack of nat:io:rial ·regulations, it is not  even m'anda~t'o·:ry  :i.n  -Ireland to keep 
· the  ·~ndivid~al control  book~  It is' essential. that  certain Member.  States · 
should not  content  themselv~s:vJith filling in the  st~ndard for~ in a't_otally 
i~dequate manner,.· bu~ should  pr~v:lde complete, and detailed data  •.  Oilly then 
.. will an as,sessment · of the- application of Community  regulations·. in the 
Member  states be  possible-.. 
,·' 
., 
Some  points of the Regulatio:t1 11?-ving  beeri amended with effect  from 1  JanuarY 1978 
at: the 'request  of the Member  states and  mad~ more  flexiblet  and  sin,ce. all 
traffid wi~~h !ion-Community ·countries is ·now  .ba,sed without  exception ·.on  the 
.  '.  '  ,  .  . .  ,.· 
pr_ovisions  of the  Agreement  Concerning the.  Work  of C~ews of Vehicles Engaged 
in  :J;nternational Road  TrarlSport  (AEm)',  the Commission ~ishes t.6 ·express the· 
•  ..  I  .  '  •  ,  ,  ..  ~  •  •  _...  '  , 
.  I 
,  .. - 8  -
To  this end,  the  Commission,  together  with  government  experts, 
will  study the possibility of  approximating  to  some  extent  the 
different  national  penalty systems,  at  least  in their practical 
effects  in order  to  avoid  the  most  flagrant  differences  in this field. 
·There  will  also  have  to  be  a  general  and  specific  examination  of  how 
mutual  assistance  by  the  Member  States, .a  matter  which  in  some  tases 
is still in  its infancy,  cin  be  i~proved.  The  Commission  will  do  · 
everything  in  its power  to contribute to  such  improvement~ ANNEX 
SUMMARY· OF  INFORMATION  RECEIVED  FROM  THE  MEMBER  STATES 
.  . 
-ON  THE  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  REGULATION  (EEC)  NO  _543/69 
DURING  THE  PERIOD  1 JANUARY  1975  TO  3l DECEMBER  1976 
.  .  ~· 
/ I.  Organization of controls . 
1.  Administrative orgapization of controls 
Since the information received from  the Member  States does  not-make 
a  distinction between 
(a) roadside controls and 
(b) control visits to the premises of a  roa4 haulage firm, 
these  two  types  of control have  been  ex~ined together. 
Federal Republic of Germaay 
The  bodies appointed by  the  Governments  of the Uinder  (Aufsichtsbehorden) 
were  r_esponsible for  checking compliance with social legislation 
r~lating to road transport in t~e Federal Republic  of Germany  in 1975 
·and  1976~  Th~ Bundesanstalt fUr  d~n Gaterverkehr  (BAG)  (Federal Institute 
for Road  Haulage  Transport) may  also check that the rulesrelating to 
the employment  and activities of road' haulage·drivers are respected. 
Vehicle,  road  and  border  checks are carried out  to monitor compliance 
with Regulation. (EEC)  No  543/69. ·  The  Federal  supervisory bodies 
_'(Ge~erbeaufsichtsamter) are responsible for vehicle checks.  Road  and 
border checks ·are carried out  in close conjuction by  the police,  the  BAG 
and  Gewerbeaufsichtsbehorden. 
Belgium 
Adininistrative controls in 1975  and  1976  were  ~rganized in the .same 
way  as in 1974.  Details  Carl be  found  in the first two  reports. 
France 
In 1975  and  1976  application of Regulation  (EEO)  No  543/69 of 25  March  1969 
was  monitored in the same  way  as in 1974  and previous years by  means  of 
roadside checks and visits to the offices or premises·  of road haulage firms. 
The  efficiency of these contro1,s  has  been improved  by the appointment  of 
new  categories of officials - mainly control officiers for  surface transport 
operations and  customs officials - under  Law  No  75-1335  of 
31  December  1975.~ 
l  ' 
·• i 
t-. 
... 
f  • 
. ;..  2' -· 
These netT  officials started work  ~n' April  197~ after receivi~g th~ 
necessary training.  . y  . 
·Controls may  in futurebe carried-out by: 
· ...  · 
(a)  factory  inspectors;·· 
· · (b)' officers' supervisi~g t'he  application of soc.ial  legi.~lat•i~-~  ,~n, 
agr:i,c,:ul ture;  , 
(c) transport  ..  insp~ctors ~d.  Officials  ~pppinted by. the  Minis'te~. for. 
Transport  to.~upervise sur:f'ace_transport  operations; 
.·  (d)  officials responsible for detecting infringements  o:f  social  .  ... \  ' 
legislation :l.n  f~rms under·':the tecbPicai control :of the Ministry 
of. Industry and Research; · 
(e) _customs  Offici~ls; 
.·. 
'  •' 
,(f)  offici~ls responsible for  det~cting road-traffic offences or. 
.  ·  ..  · 
infringements. 
Factory-inspectors  (transport) and control officers for surface .transport 
operations  ~arry <){it  road che,cks  in conjunction with local  rum· national· 
police.but have no  legal power  to stop vehicles. 
Visits to firms  in 1976  involved the manual  checking of 80  000  tachcigra:.~h' 
.records.  · Intensive research .was  carried out into the development  of 
'.  an  automatic reader. 
Italy 
.Various !)Ublic bodies are  ~esponsible for  ensliring that the relevant 
.  Commun~  ty rules are  appUed~  Factory  inspectors make  visits to the  , 
premises  of road haulage and  passenger  transpor~ firms.  No  roadside 
checks are hence . carri_ed qut. 
Luxembourg 
'·· 
Monitoring application of· ~egulation (l!!EC)  No -543/69  mainly· took  .. the·· 
form  qf .~sits to firms  b;Y.  factory . ii1spectors and road·  ~hec.ks by the road 
I,.  '<: 
. '  .. 
I  . - 3 
transport  supervisory service.  There  has  been no  change  in the control -
system used since 1973· 
Netherlands 
There has  been no  change in the control system which is described in 
previous reports. 
United Kingd.om 
1.  In the United Kingdom there are eleven .Traf'fic Areas for which  Traffic 
Commissioners  are responsible.  These· are: 
1.  Northern  1·  South Wales 
2.  Yorkshire  8.  Western 
3·  North Western  9·  South  Easter~ 
4·  _West  Midland  10.  Metropolitan 
5·  East Midland  11.  Scottish 
6.  Eastern 
*  Greater  London  and  parts of adjoining  countie~. 
2.  The  Secretary of State for  Transport  has appointed three Traffic 
Commissioners. for  each Traffic Area,  except ·the Metropolitan where.  there 
is only one.  Each  panel of ~affic Commissioners  has  overall responsibility 
for  licensing and  monitoring passenger transport  operations in their Area. 
The  full  time Chairman of each panel is also-the Licensing Authority for 
goods  transport  in his Area. 
3.  Checks  are made  by the  staf~ of the. Licensing Authorities and  the· 
police.  Each  month,  the Traffic Areas  send reports of the checks made 
by  the Licensing Authorities' staff to the Department  of Transport  HQ 
in London.  Quarterly reports  on  subsequent action are also aubmitted. 
.  .  '  . 
The  c~ec'k reports do  not  include records of prosecutions and  other 
details of action taken by  the police because these are internal matters 
for the  p:>lice  authorities,  but  convictions are reported to the Licensing 
Authorities for  possible action against the licences of those concerned. 
4·  In Northern Ireland,  the staff of the Department  of the Environment 
(Northern Ireland) and  the police are  re~ponsible for checking the 
implementation of the Regulation• 
I  ' 
-.. -4-
Denmark 
Details of the system used,  which has not changed,  can be  found in 
the 1974  (fifth)  ~eport.  Th~ police and ·factory-inspectorate monitor. 
application bf  Reg-Ulation  (EEcr  No  543/69,  the  polio~ beingresponsible 
for road-checks  i:md  the-factory inspectorate for Visits. to firms. 
Ireland 
No  information· has. been received.· 
2.  Control officials and  thei; ·powers 
Federal Republic of Germeny 
S~me 2 500. official~. (police  1  :BAG, · Gewerbeaufs ichtsbehorden) are · 
'  concerned with.IIionitoring the employment  and activities of commerci,al 
.  .  .  .  .  '..  .  \  ~.  .  '  .. 
. . . road haulage· drivers  in. the Federl:l,l Republic  of Germany  .as  part ·of their 
wider-r~ing duties.  B~tween 250  and 300 officials .in. the Federal 
. Gewerbeau:fsichtsamten u.nderta.ke. this work in the course of their other 
,duties.  The  competentofficials af'e  empowered .to  carry out  investigations 
and to reportoffences  • 
. . (a) Factory: inspectorate 
.  i. 
1976 
'  ' 
•.' .. 
Number  of officials 
12q  inspectors and 
deputy  inspectors 
·213.inspectors_and 
·deputy ·inspectors. 
Theoretical 
number  of -staff  . 
132. 
,·y 
-'·.'· 
~  . "  .  .  •: 
\ 
Powers 
see preViotis ::.ep<;>rts 
1!3ee  previ'ous reports 
:·, (b) Transpbrt authorities 
1975 
NUmber  of officials 
52  cohtrol·officers 
and inspectors. 
50 ·control officers · 
and _inspectors  · 
Theoretical 
number  of  .. staff 
61 
6i 
.. · 
. (c) National police,  customs  and  other dewtments 
No  figures available. 
France· 
Powers. 
.  ' 
. see. previous ·reports 
see previous repor.ts · 
I  . 
The  followirig are primarily concerned with ·monitoring application of . 
Regulation  (EE:C)  No  543/69: 
,J 
Factory:  inspectorate  (transport):  40 ·officials 
Stirface transport control:  230  officers. 
They make  roadside checks  and  pay visits t~ road haulage firms.  ·Their 
roadside checks are carried out in c"onj~ction  'with local and national 
police  si~ce they have no  legal·authority to stop vehicles. 
A total of 6 500 motor  cyc~e police officers  (local and  national force) 
\  ' 
~e directly involved in road checks. 
Reports are made  of offences to the competent  courts  (Tribunal de  Police 
and Tribunal  Correctionei). 
The  Poli.ce Judiciaire  (criminal investigation department) and .officials. 
authorized to record road traffic offences inay  impound  vehicles_ if 
their drivers have breached the'rules on  driving and rest periods. in 
road transport  (Article R  zY8-lO.of the Highway_ Code). 
'. 
..• 
~ 
/ .. 
i 
I 
·- 6  .. _.  ,. 
. '  ~ 
"Italy 
In Italy,' various public authpri  ties are responsible for the. enforcement· 
of Community rules..  It Waf?  no .possible to specify the nuniber, .of 
~  ~  ..  ,  '  ' 
persons  occupied .in supervision-,  or the number  of inspertions carried . 
out. 
.  I 
,•' 
Details are given in the report for  1973··. ·Since then there. have been 
'  . 
. no  changes 'in the control systein.  .  .  '  ..  '  .. 
Nethetlands  'I  ,'  • 
There has been no  change  sinc_e the 1a'st report.  . The  nUII!ber  of contrplling 
officials _in  the  Natio~i.  Transport Inspectorate will· soon be .cc;>nsiderably. 
increased~ 
United Kineyom · 
The  11  Traffic Areas have. a  staff complement  in  r~75 of. 250 .Traff~c·  . 
.  .  ·  ... ·  - '  ..  •  . ,·  '  \'  ..  .  . '  .  .  ..  .  ' 
Examiners.  These~officers have.wide  p9wers  to .inspect the condition of' 
.  '  . ··.  '.  .  .  .  .  .  ~  .  '  ·.  '  .  . .'  .  . 
vehicles and their loads,  vehicle weights: and  a.n.Y  releVa.nt:documentatiori 
·including drivers' record books and licences •. The  officers have  powers 
to ,issue warirlngs  ~d to. pr~hibit the. continuation pf- .)ourn~ys in certa:hr  . 
.  c:i.rcwilstances,.  Offences.· may. be. repo;ted 'to' ·-tlie··Traff:i,c· .Commissioners. 
for prosecution in the Courts.  ·Traffic Examiners may  also ·enter 
op~:rators' 'premises .  to check. drivers' rec.o:rds  {amongst· other data) and · 
may  in order to· c}J.eck  their,· validity compare. these written ~ecorqs with 
.  .  ,.  '" .·  .  . 
wage-. sh~ets. or  other. rel~val?-t operating materiaL  ·Any police.  officer . 
. /has the  sam~ .powers' to check and verify drivers  t  records and m?Y  stop and 
'  .  ;  . 
proh~J>i  t  .vehicle~ at any  time  • 
.The Secretary.o:f,state has-appoinited  :i.~  1976.  210.Traffiq-Exaniiners  w~o 
.  . .  . .  ·.  . 
are  concer~ed with the: safe and  proper ~e  :of publi6 service and g(>ods · 
'  ;  .  .  .  .  ' 
vehicles.  They are attached to -the. eleven Traffic Areas and work under 
_.,· 
_.I  • .... 
'.' 
'i - 7-
the control and  supervision of the Clerks  to the Licensing 
Authorities.- At  present,  there are vacancies for a  further  30 Traffic 
.  ' 
Examiners  which have  not been.filled. 
A separate group of examiners,  known  as "Vehicle Examiners",  is concerned· 
with the mechanical condition of goods  and public service vehicles. 
Denmark 
Road  checks are· carried out  by approximately 600 members  of the road 
safety police. 
Checks  on operators' premises  are carried out  by  approximately 180 
inspectors of work. 
Ireland 
No  information has  been received. 
3.  Control methods  (place and  frequency of controls) 
Federal Republic  of Germany 
Road  checks are carried out  partly in the course of general traffic 
supervision,  partly in the course of special checks made  by the police, 
' .. 
8-
the  BAG  and  the industrial and  occupational  inspectorates~ 
During the regular inspections carried out at operators' premises,  .  .  . .  .  . 
docUments  relating to the occupation .(drivers~ record·books,  printouts 
. from  the tachograph and  ~ther control  instrument~), covering a. fairly_ 
long period,  are checked.  Any  other papers relevant to the occupation 
and activities carried out are evaluated at the same  time.  In 
.  . 
addition to routine checks,  ther.e are special. controls and·  targeteq.  · 
,  .  .  . 
controls based on  reports,_ complaints  and  information.  In such cases, 
members  of the crew and their mfJ,lla.gemerit  are always  gi:ven  a  hearing. 
In 1975  a  total. of 82'613 controls. were  carried out.  Of  these. 11  784 
were  carried. out at operators' premises and 70  829  on the road. 
In· 1976  a  total of  63 945  controls were  carri'ed out. .  Of  these 11. 083 
·were carried out at operators.' :Premises  arid :52. 862  on  the road. 
Belgium 
(a) In 1975  the Inspection sociale carried out"  387  controls at operators' 
premises. 
·The  service gave  up  road  checks  becau.Se  of a  shortage of inspectors. 
Controls are carried out  in 9onjunction with other duties arising 
out  of the normal  activities of the Inspection sociale,  the body 
responsible for  the enforcement  of about  30  other penal  laws. 
In 1976  it, carried put  853  inspections  ;a.t  operators  f  premises,  · 
480 of which were  in road haulage,  373  in passenger transport  and  4 
were road .checks • 
': 
(b) Transpo_rt  administration C:ifficers  c·arried  out· some  8  000  controls  in . 
1975, .7  000  of which  concerned road haulage and  1  000  pass.enger 
·· transport.· 
In 1976  they. carried ·out  some  8 3oo  controls·,  7  200  of which 
concerned road haulage and  1  100 passenger transport. 
1 
'· (c). Gendarmerie,  customs  and  others:  no  figures  availabie~  Given 
·the number  of policemen responsible_for road  cont~ols, the number 
carried out amounted  to several thousand a  year. 
France· 
1.  (a) Road  controls:  method· 
Ih road controls,  priority goes  to checking the correct 
'application of written instruments of control  (individual 
logbook),  and mechanical  instruments. (tachograph) ~d adherence 
(  '  '  '  . 
to :the  standards dire,c'tly affecting road safety and  the particular 
transport  operation involved,  i.e.: maximum  continuous  and_, daily . 
. driving periods;  minimum  daily rest period. 
In the same  vein,  the inter-Ministry decision of 16·June 1976 
(alre~ referred to in· the 1975report), and  taken pursuant 
to the provisions of Article 11(6) of  Reiu.J,ation  (EEC)  No  1463/70 
have;  in respect of national traffic, reduced to\  two'  deys  the 
period immediately prior to a  road  check in respect of which crew 
members  ~sing a  standard tachograph,  have  to justify their''activities. 
1.  (b)  Controls at operators' premises:  method 
Controls  on  excessive  dr~ving period  (weekly driving period, 
driving period per 14-dey ·period,  weekly rest period)  are carried· 
out directly at the operators' premises. 
The  use of discs recorded under .the abovementioned _conditions, ·in 
homogeneous  series covering a  consecutive period of·two weeks  for a 
single 'driver,  has  enabled the administration to check whether. 
·the requirements  of ?egulation No  543/69  o.f. 25· March  1969 are being 
.  i  .  '  - • 
complied with ~nd to write official reports' in cases where  the 
Inspection due  Travail  (Transports) .{work  inspectorate) have  noted 
<;~.n· infringement. • 
·  ..... 
... 
10- ·.  '· 
-:  '. 
',·.' 
2.  (~) Road  controls on nati,onal.and· non;;..national 'crews  frequency- · 
1975: .the  Inspection du. Travail carried out 3 367  controls on 
French crews  and  ~16  On  rio·n~r.ati.oncLl  ,crews.:  ·  · 
t-he  Inspect:i.ondu Travail,.the overland transport 
.  ~  .  .  •  '  ! 
.  inspectors  t  . the  police  ~.nd  gendar~erie. carried out  62 567 
·  c~~trols of French crews  and  8  153  on  non-national crews. 
·' ·2•  (b) .Controls at operators' premises ·.;.;  frequency. 
1975:  the Inspection du . ,.Travail lists· 5 411  controls at operators' . 
'  . pr.erilises,  2 700 of whic.h  were the result of information ·obtained· 
from·discs. 
1976:  .·  the same  s~rvice,  collab~rat~ng with: othe,r authorities  (f?_ee 
2.(a), carried out  6  380 controls at opera.tors'  premiSes.  These 
'controls included the  inan~al 'analysis of 80 o66  t;:;_c~ograph  ·. 
records·  •. 
\ ... · 
;t:taly· 
···., 
'  ··- .  ' 
~ccording.to information· received from  Italy,  most  controls in 1975 .· 
.  ' 
c¢d all. the1976 controls were· carried out -at  operators' premises'• 
. Because of a  13ho:z:tage  of staff and  t~e .fact that' those available also· 
.  '  .  . . 
have other duties to perform,  the frequency  of.  c~ntrols varies from 
region to region.  :Neverthe!'e.ss,  at the request  of'  workers· ·o:r  following  · 
.  .  . 
.  :·  ~ ciomm~ication~  by. the tra.de' uni.ons,  the controls were .carr1ed 'out  arid 
in many  cases repeated several  tim~s throughout . the year,. 
· .  Luxembourg 
Controls-were carried out at operators' head:quarters  a:t  ieast two  or 
.three times a  year.  Regular  checks were made  at the :b.<)rders  and  on  , · 
the roa4s. 
.  .. 
.  '  .  ··.·  ··',•,  . '.' 
:  .': 
\• Netherlands 
Checks  by  the officials of the National  Transport  Inspectorate: 
These  officials conduct  regular individual  road ·checks. 
'  i 
In addition,  there is a  monthly  check in each  di~trict of the National  Transport 
Inspectorate,  sometimes  in collaboration with other inspection bodies.  A 
qUarterly report  is drawn'up to record the date,  checkpoint  and the bodies 
taking part.  In addition,- there are regular inspections of he~vy tr~ffic 
in collaboration with the national  police force  which deals with the technical 
side while the National  Transport  Inspectorate deals with the administrative 
side.  The  total number  of vehicles. inspected was  at least 160  000  in 1975  and 
140  000 in 1976. 
Apart  from the operational  checks resulting from violations recorded during 
journeys,  the officials from the Nat{onal  Transport  Inspectorate  conducted  some 
50  eA~ensive operational  inspections in 1975  and  around 90  in 1976  which led to 
penalties. 
United Kingdom . 
On  average,  Traffic A~eas organize  twice weekly vehicle  checks  on  trunk roads 
in  cooperation with the police.  At  least  10-15/~ of incoming vehicles are also 
checked at  th~ir port  of entry  into the United Kingdom.  During 1975,  almost 
15  000  vehicles and during 1976  about 13  000  vehicles subject to the Regulation 
(which applied only to international transport)  were  physically examined by 
Traffic Area staff. 
Spread of national  and non-national vehicles controlled in 1975  and 1976 
UK  B  FRG  DK  FR  IT 
121.2  1916  191.2  1216  121.2  1'976  121.2  1216  191.2  1916  ' 19~.2  1216 
4975  5758  650  432  702  643  545  285  3605  2354  2 9  170 
EIRE  LUX  NL  NON-e Ol'.'J\illilifiTY  IJ:IOIJ.lAL 
C  OIDI"'TIUES 
121.2  lz16  121.2  1976  121.2  12]6  ~9~~ 
12~6  121.2  1976 
405  392  14  10  2044  1817  11  1  14977' 13022 ·.t  . 
• 
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Enforcement  of tbe drivers'  hours law  in Great Britain also  involves "silent" 
or unseen checks  on vehicle  movem~nts by ·Traffic  EY~iners~  Observations of 
'  '  ' 
the time  and place  of vehicle:;;  movements  are made  regularly and.,  Hhere 
appropriate,  are. subsequently  cross-checked with the records  ret~rned by 
·drivers to their operator's premises .as a  means  of revealing· discrepancies and 
offences.  Over 66 ·000 such observations  ~1ere  recorded a;ttogether in 1975, 
resul  ti!Jb in 45  000 visits to operator's preri1ise:;:  and in 1976,  over  54  000 
· ·observations .-:ere  recorded,  resulting in 37  000 visits to operator's premises. 
This method of checking appl{es nationcj.lly at present  and will  continue to 
·  <f.pply  when  Regulation 543/69 or its successor has effect for domestic as l-leH 
'  '  . 
as  internatio~l transport  operators in.the United Kingdom~  It represents 
an important  adjunct to physical vehicle inspections.  Police officers employ 
the  same  "silent"  check procedures and  on a  similar scale. 
At  present, this important  adjunct to the physical  examination of vehicles is 
used solely for domestic transport.  It >-Jill  be  continued wheri  the Regulation, 
or its successor,  is implemente_d  .in the United Kinocdom  for domestic as well  as  .  .  .  ... 
inter:bational transport.  The  police also  cooperate in providing informa,tion  .  .  .  \  . 
on vehicle  movements~ 
Denmark 
As  there have  been no  changes under this heading since the  report  for 1974 
(fifth repo1.:.t),  please refer. to that report. 
Ireland 
No  information provided. 
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II.  Breaches  and penalties 
1.  Number  of .breaches of the RegUlation 
Federal  Republic of Germagy 
In 1975 the total number  of  e~tablish~d infrine;eme.nts  of Regulation  (EEC) 
No  543/69·v~s 78  200,  of which roughly 75  OoO  occurred in goods and roughly 
3  200  i~ passenger transport. 
Of the 78 2007  approximately  32  700 concern the provisions relating to. driving 
periods and approximately. 42  300 to ~the provisions relating to service  do'cuments. 
In 1976 the total number vJas  roughly 49.600,  of vfhich  some  48 000  occurred in 
goods  and  1  600 in passenger transport. 
Of the 49  6007  roughly 19 700 concern the rules governing ~orking hours and about 
29  900 the rules about  proof of. activity.  The  number  of infringements in 1976. 
as against  1975 fell,  because  fewer  checks were  carried out. 
Belgium 
(a)  Introductory remarks 
J, •.  In 1975 arid  1976 road checks v1ere  carrl.ed out  by administration official.s 
and  t~e gendarmerie;  checks  on the premises of undert.a.kings were  ma~e ,  by the 
Social  Securit,y Inspectorate. 
_2.  It should be  remembered in connection with the large disparity between the 
number  of breaches reQorded and the  ~ber before the  courts that  inspectors and 
controllers have the right to give warnings  ~nd do  not  have to notif,r systematically 
every  infringement to the legal authority. 
• .. 
.. 
i. 
! 
.  I 
\. 
14-.' 
·This prerogative is ;required by Article 17(2). or··rnternational  Convention: }J"o  81 
on ~lork Inspea'tion arid is conf'irmed by Article 4 of t4e  Law ·oti'work  ±nspec~ion 
of 16  N~;erJber 1972 · (publ-ished in the MoniteU:r  Belge  of 8  Dec~mber l972). 
.  .  \  .  .  ·.  . 
.  -
3.  Previous .repor'ts have  explained why  ~ relatively long peri6d' of time·. elapses 
b~t"t-ieen the date when· the· 11pro Justitia" is issued.  ~nd  >the 'dat.e .o:(.  c~nrvict  ion, 
if  .a~. , r,I'he  history of t-he~e -~~port's also  shpws t-hat  the  rru.mber.  of polic'e  .  .  .  .  .  '  .  ,  .  - '  . 
reports made  out  in acy  one .year - ·~nd .the· r'oHm-¥-Up  to'  them -·does npt. 
~  .  .  . 
.accurately reflect the penaJ.ties that.  hav~ actually  b~en imposed. by.  the .time 
· each report is  prepar~d~  The  same  applies. to' this re.port  fbr. 1.97,rj.:.76. 
,'  I 
(b)  Goods  transport 
(a) •·  Distance  r~strictim1 (450 km)  CA~t  •.  6) 
{b). · Drivi;J& periods  (Art. 7  )'-
continuous  · 
··dan·y 
· .'ir1eekly 
(c)  ·Interruption of driving  (Art. '8) 
. (d)  Dail;: ;~~t peri6d  (Art. 11).  . 
(e) . ,\veekly rest. per~od (Art. 12) 
'' 
·(r)  Control  boo~s (Art. 14  _and  annex)Art.  i.4  J:: 
Cre~~·  members; not  carrying a  control  book · .. 
Art. 14 ·-·  l  (ann~x):  books  not  produced 
\,  . 
.Art.  14.  -· 2:  books  improperly kept  or not  at· all'. 
Art.  14·..;.  4: -no  tachogr:ap}l  .  · 
Art.  14  - 7:  registers.· not  kept 
. Art. 14 - 7: .  registers~ improperly kept 
·.Art.· 14 - ·a:  books  not  preserved 
Am1ex  4:  ·. v-reekly. report ·not  signed· 
(g)  Checks  on  r~gular .services  (Art .. '15) .. · 
Failure to  dr·a~-._,  up  a  service timetable 
Failure to drav;  up· a duty· roster· . 
..  Obl·igntion on each. crevr  memper  to. carry · 
. an extract  from the duty roster  .. and ·a'  ,. 
·copy  of the  service timetable'·  · 
(h)  Comr;,unity_.tachograph', (Art.  16)  .  ·;  . 
,  ..  .  ' 
TOTAL 
'£21.2 
..  · '·9 
. 19  .  9 
0 
-4 
23 
0  .· 
951 
: 6 
310 
45 
'22,_ 
9 
.. 1 
1 
3 
.  '  =· 
j' 
~ 
~7 
7 
18 
3 
4 
11 
7 
512 
0 
182' 
7 
45 
'26 
22 
1 
8· 
3 
0 
10. 
883, 
=-
: '.• 
'' 
•, 
''' 
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(c)  Regular  ~assenger transport  services 
19  controls were  carried out  in 1975  and  216  in 1976 by the Social Legislation 
Inspectorate  on  the premises of Belgian firms.  The  following breaches were 
established as  a  result: 
Distance restriction (450  km)  (Article .6) 
Weekly 'driving periods.(Article 7) 
Failure to draw  up  service timetable  (Article 15) 
Failure to dral·l  up  ·duty roster  (Article 15) 
TOTAL 
1 
2 
3 
1976 
15 
1 
5 
6 
27  --- -
These  infringements did not  give rise to a.ey  penalty through the  "pro  justitia" 
procedure in  1975·  In 1976,  however,  one  infringement  of'  Article 15  was  the 
subject  of'  a 
11pro  justitia", the  outcome  of' l-Jhich  had. still not  been decided 
at 31  December  1976. 
(d)  Occasional  passenger transport  services 
Road  checks  carried out  in 1975  and 1976  established the following  infringements: 
(a)  Distance restriction (450 km)(Article  6) 
(b)  Driving period (Article 7)  (lB) 
(c)  Interruption of driving (Article  8) 
(d)  Daily rest  period  (Article ll)  (4B) 
(e)  vveekly  rest  period  (Article 12) 
(f')  Control  book  (Article 14  and  annex): 
Article 14;... 1  (annex):  books  not  produced  (4B) 
Article 14 - 1  no  book  (49B,  lOD,  14F·,  5HL,  li, 
5GN,  )L)  .  . 
Article 14  - 2:  books  improperly kept  or not  at 
all  (24B,  lL,  li,  3NL) 
Article 14  - 7:  registers  improperly kept  (lB) 
Article 14  - 8:  books  not  preserved  (1B) 
l2U 
0 
1 
0 
4 
0 
4 
87 
29 
1 
1 
,j i 
\' 
\  !  . 
I,  ~ 
I 
I 
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Total  for 1975:  127  -~ 
./ 
· 'rhe  twentY:-three. ohecks  carried out  in 197 5  on the  pr~mis·es of undertakings 
·established the  folloNing  infririg_ements: 
':  .. 
Art. 14 - 7:  register not. kept  2 
·Art. 14- 7:  register improperly kept- ..l. 
'l'O'l'AL  5 
None  of these  infringements l·ias  dealt with \y  '!:_;:eo  justitia".  In 1976, 
checks. on the road and in firms established the  follot·dng  infringements: 
(a)  Distance restriction .(450 km)  (Art.  6) 
(b)  Driving period's  (Art. 7) 
. (c)  Interr·uption of driving  ~Art~ 8) 
(d)  Da:lly rest period  (Art. ll).· 
(e)  Heekly r:est  period  (Art.  12)' 
(f)  Control  boolcs  (Art. 14 and anne~) 
Axt. l4 .:..  1  {annex):  books  not produced 
Art. -14  - 1:  crew members  not  carrying a  control 'book 
Art ... 14 - 2:: books  improperly kept  or  not  at· all 
·Art~ 14 - 7:  registers  improperly kept  or not  kept  at all' 
.Art. 14 - 8:  books  not  preserved  ·  · 
1976 . 
4' 
3 
0 
4. 
0 
. 1 
56 
25 
16 
---1 
TOTAL  - 112 
France·  --
/, 
in 197 5~  France  supplied figures, ·ori'  the. breaches -recorded by -the 
Factory  Inspectorate and figures  from 'the  collection of tachograph discs_ 
carried out  on firms  1  premises during the last  quarter of 197 5· ' 
1.  Checks  on crm:  members  in France 
N'umber  of ·  cre~·ls  checked  8 778. 
of ;,;hi ch  3367  on the· road. and  5 411 · in firms; 
Infringernents.-tu  rlegulations  543/69  and 1463/70  35 182 
... 
of 1d1i.ch  24  743  to Hegulation 543/69; 17-
Infringements recorded in police report 
Infri'ngements recorded in report by ·gendarmerie 
No  of reports  entered officially 
2.  ·Checks  on  foreign crew members  in France 
No  of. crews  checked 
No  of infringements recorded 
No  of reports 
The  figures  for  1976  were·as follows: 
1.  Road  checks-on the correct use' of handwritten and 
meclianical  control procedures(individual control· 
books  and  tachograph respectively)  and  on  the 
observance of driving hours  and rest periods 
No  of  F~ench crews  checked 
No  of infringements recorded 
No  of reports  ~ntered 
No  of. foreign crews  checked 
No  of infringements recorded 
No  of reports  entered 
2.  Checks  on  firms'  premises· 
Infringements of Regulation 543/69 
Infringements  of Regulation 1463/70  (tachograph) 
.established after verification of discs 
Ital
1 y 
No  information available. 
Luxembourg 
5  915. 
10 835 
1  026· 
16. 
6 
. 5 
62  567 
16  553 
2.569 
8  153 
1  663 
149 
46  128 
14  43~ 
8  288  infringements were  recorded in 1975  and  8  166  in 1976.  The 
distribution was  as  follows: 
(a) Distance restriction  (450.  loo)(Art;6) 
(b)  Driving periods  (Art.  7  §§  1  and  2)  · 
.  (Art.  T  ~ 3) 
(c) Interruption of driving (Art.8). 
(de)  Daily rest period _{Art.ll)(Goods  transport) 
(  )  Weakly  rest period  (Art,.  12) 
(f)  Control  book ·(Art.  14) 
1975  19J6 
2 409. 
3  201 
131 
.1 347 
943 
33 
. 224 
8  288 
2·115 
3  607 
149 
1  243. 
866 
29 
151 
8  166 
·'· 
·' I. 
i  ' 
\  .# 
I 
\ 
I. 
i. 
/·'  r·. 
I 
~- . 
Netherlands· 
Articles. - · 
in the 
Regulation 
. -.Goods  .. 
.. ...  :'{" '·;·  .  --~~:,.--... .,._  .. _.  --~-:.----'------'--------
'  .  ' 
. Pa~senger transport 
1---'----"-'------~--.:-..~-----.. ----'- ... :  ...... 
.  ' .  ·~-~  ..  -.·1. 
1' 
6 
7/1 
7/2 
?13 
'}/4 
,8 
11'/1 
. 'transport , ·  ·  · 
·<.l  .' 
1.975  . !.  1976, 
Regular  services .  Occa.sional  servi.ce\3 · 
·,  _,.1· 
. 1975  1976  ..  197.5  1976 
1 1/2  ..;  1:64  ·,  '4 ' '  44  28' 
12  25  19 .·  -20  . 2  21  ,17 
14/1  7  284  6113  .,~.'  2.7  79  1'2~  8'· 
1'+/2  .16  781  .10  oaf  , .  483  · 94  · 348  1:2o 
1 4/ 4  . 2 ·  219J
1 
9  oj3.: ~  '  s  1 2 4 
16  I  222~,  2  2i 6  ~1  .  ·.  1  ·  .  . 3  26 . 
·  1·  '  .  ,TOTAL  ·  I  50  124 144  609 .·  ·  ·  '741  ·  '187  .  - ·. • 570·  .  421  ·. 
L-::- ..::..  ~,_- > -------- "'~ ·".  :_.  _,,===:d===,;=~~·===·=.=====~====·4======~=·==~J=======·===~===='=·======-;,.=-.: · . 
.  I 
Uni  t·ed  Kingdom · 
Throughout  1975' and  1976~ :Re&;Uiati.on.543/69  a.ppli~d in the  .. :u:K.  orily to 
e'  0  '  •' 
int~rnational transport. under  pal;-~aph 1  of Part .II~ of Annex  VII' of the 
Treaty of Aocession. ·  Of  the. total of  14~977 vehicles subject to' the 
Regul~tion and insp8c:ted ~  Tr~iic EXamine~s d,;ing 1975  a  total of 
157' vehicles (1%)  ~~re found to be  in brea~h of  th~· .Regw.a.tion. ·  · During 
•  '\  •  •  - '  •  •  '  •  \  •  ••  •  •  -1  •  - •  •  ,'  •  •  •  •  • 
1976.  an amount .of  13.022 .vehicles subject to the Regulation were  inspeqted ·. 
·by  Tra.ffic.:EXam~ners. ·  Of_,  these 73  (o.6%)  wel:'~  ·f~und to be in breach of.  _  . 
. the Regtuation.  · As  in. previous· years~  the~e breache~ :Were 'ui;idnly  concerned  . 
with' failure tci  carry ~he app;opriate .control book or  failur~ to maint~in it· 
'  ',.  •  '  '  '  '  •  '  '  ,'  I  '  '  •  ' 
·in the reciuired J!lanner.  · Cases broUght  before the  Courts:' by· Traffic 
· · ~oiDmissioners.·d)lring 197~ and  1976 .:reia.ted only to u.K.  ope-rators  •. ·  ...  They 
included some  offences.  co~itted.  during 1974  and  ·~1975 but not  b~o\ight to  . 
.  ·trial· uritil1975 .  and  1976  arid· offenc)es, discovered. by ·checks·  ~t. the preJ!lises .. 
. of' 1pldertakings.  ~  a number' of instances'  on~ driver was  char~d with more. 
than one  o~tegory of off~nce or with repeated offericE:Is.· ·  ·< 
In. all, 82  br~a.Ohes of, Art,icle _14('1,)  were  recorded .in _1975  and 46. in/1976; 
· 5B  br~aches of :Article· 14(  2 )'  ~e;e ·recorded .in 1975  and  2.0  i.~· 1976.· 
.  .  ·~ : 
'' 
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Denmark 
·The Danish measures  applying the Regulation to  internatio~al transport 
came  into force  on  21  February 1975·  During 1975  no  breaches  of the 
Regulation were  established and  no  penalty was  applied. 
In 1976,. hmlever,  there were  19  breaches of the Regulation.  These 
concerned Article.l4  (individual control  book)  and were  committed  by 
Danish nationals engaged in. international transport. 
The  Regulation has  only appiied to national transport since  1  February 1977. 
It is possible to provide  information on  the nationality of persons 
infringing the regulation,  since the  form  used by  the police for  t_heir 
report to the  labour  inspectorate and  the road transport  auth~rity 
contains headings  concerning the nationaiity of the driver,  driver's 
mate,  and the  owner·or  user  of the vehicle.  In addition,  the road 
transport authority,  which  is also  informed of the  infringements, 
may  withdraw operational.permits.if a  breach is committed.  The  road 
transport' authority notifies the  labour  inspectorate of any measure 
·which it takes. 
Under  Article 4  of the Ministry of Transport  Decree  No  41,  dated 
21  February 1975,  on  the protection of workers  engaged  in  internatio~l 
road transport within the European Community,  any  infringements 
which are  estal;>lished  may  be punished by  a  fine,  where  current  legal 
provisions do  not  impose  a  heavier penalty. 
Infringements where  a  penalty may  be. imposed  are notified to the 
labour  inspectorate on  the report .form  mentioned above. 
Ireland 
No  information available.  ·' 
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2.  Significance of breaches  committed  by: nationals  anci: non-nationals 
Federal Republic  of Germapy 
.  ' 
In 1975;the total· number  of established infringements  of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  543/69 was  7-8  200,  of which roughly 75. 000 occurred in goods 
. and roughly 3  200 in passenger transport. , 
.  .  :  . .  .  .  .  .  . 
Of  the 78  200,  approximately  32 700 concern the provisions· relating to 
driving periods  and approximately 42 300.the provisions relating to 
.  ' 
service documents. 
.I 
In 1976  the total number  was  roughly 49  600,  of which  some  48 000 
occurred. in goods  and  1  600 in passenger  t~ansport. 
Of the 49 600j  ;roughly 19 700 concern the provision's relating_ to 
.  .  . 
· driving periods and. about· 29  900 the  provision~ relating to service 
docunients •..  Among  the  infringements of the provisions relating to 
drivi.:rig per.iods  those concerning _the  daily. driving period and  the 
daily· rest period were  the most  numerous.  •  1 
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'l'he  table belovr sets  out  the type 'and  number  of infringements  of 
. Regulation No  543/69 by  ne..tional  and non-national  offenders. 
·' 
Articles 
of the 
I  PASSENGER  TRANSPORT 
GOODS  TRANS-r-PO  __  R_T ___  __,-~··.  R<>D'I  ,..,.,  "'""'"''; ""'"'  ccas  ona  s.erv  ces. 
1975  1~76.11975  19.·76  1  9  7  5  1  y  7  6. 
Regulation 
I 
:Non  .Non-
Natl. *  na.tl  Natl  natl 
1 1<1on- !'I on- .!'I on ·  l'Jon-
Natl  natl.Natl.  natl.Natl  natl.  Natl.  natl. 
Art.6Distance of450kni  4  63Q,1  118.992  42  1  - - - 3  3- - 2 
Art.7(1) Driving periods  5  608  1  637  3324 
(4hrs) 
275 
Art. 7(2) Daily drivi.ng  f?.  041  1  791  5512  195 
39 
period 
Art.  7 (3)  Daily 'dri  v'ing  1  112  231  783 
p_eriod  ! 
.  (2x9hrs  per w~ek) 
68  268  2 
.  period  (48hrs(!Wk  ,  · 
or 9 2hrs/  fort~ight) 
2 
1  - '  14~  144  97.  26 
4  16  23  1  5 
.:.  3  193  223  158  ~5 
7  22  4rt. 7(4)  \oleekly  drivin~  653
1 
Art. 8  Inte::ruption ?f  Jl2 .  2871  661  2282  136  15  71  78  67  .  20 
4 
224 
10 
215. 
dnv1ng  :. 
Art.ll Daily  rest  5  96612  408  [4!57  251  3 
period·- goods  .  . 
1
.  · 
Art. 11  Daily rest  perio_  - ·  - ,  - - 5 
- passenger  j  ..  I 
Art.l2 rleekly rest 'per:i,tti  180 [  41  _  67  2  30 
161 
12 
301 
2 
195 
18. 
236 
7 
.24 
.,  -
Art.l4(l)  C6ntrol  books  15  2561'2  ~40 ~96~  208  2 
Art  14(2)  Keeping of  18  848  3  889 :2185{ 2H3  7  863  - 326 . 454  105 
control books  I  ' 
10  41  'Art.l5{1)  Duty roster  .. ,  27  7  \  4  24 
- operator..  l 
46  34  Art.l5(2)  l)uty  roster  291'  4 i  7 
·- crew  .  ! 
1-----'---,------+----~;....-- ;  I 
T 0  T  A L- 6'0  63:71143;~- ~48i1jl32~~  .152  ·so  41.  · 3  1;46  1263  ;228  ·  283 
-======================-===·===::::::::::::.-:!::-:-:::==-======l=========-==b====-====~===~=======1:=====  =:.::::;::.::.:·! 
* 
In bot-4  1975  and  1976 the ma.jori'ty  of breaches  consisted· of the failure. to 
carry the prescribed service documents  (individual  control  books,  ~xtract 
_from  the duty-roster,  copy of the  service timetable,  inspectio~ sheets· for 
recording equipment),. or the faiiure  to enter the  required information 
completely,  correctly or even at all. 
Natl.  = national. 
Non-natl.  = Non-national. 
I 
J I 
I 
! 
1- . 
.·  \ 
.... 
I. 
22'-
·/ 
''\  ' 
Belgium 
1. ·  carriage of goods 
{a)  infringements by  non-nationais  recorded in 1975' and  197'6  \ 
DK.  NL  L  :a'  I  . f'  TOTAL  ~rticles  r  .  ,  '·'  ~;-"'' 
i' 
1.  A.r.t· •. 6: 
450 km_distance 
;res'j;ri'ction  · 
Art·.  1:· 
COJitiriUOUS 1 'daily 
-and weekly driving 
periods·  ·  · 
. Art.·  8: 
breaks 
Art.  ·11: 
./ 
daily. rest perioc. 
1975 
.-
J 
-· 
1976  1975  1976  Wf5 
.,. 
1.  -. 
-· 
·l  ' 
1976  1975  1976 .1975  1976  1975  1976 :1975  N76 
3  4, 
6 
··~  ··,  ·- .- .-· 
::-
-'  -.  . .,  2  .3  -' 
Art.  12:  ·-
·.· weekly rest peri<?d .. · 
Art •.  14(1)~  1 
I·  ne control book 
Art •.  1i.(2)  -. 
. control book no~  .  .  . 
-entered -u.:Q.  or inao.!!!Q_lete 
22 
~ 
7 
6  5  1.  2  2  4  2  26  4  60  .,15 
'• 
-7  5  18  3  32  8 
6'  '  '  1·'  '  2  .  2  ·.·  13  .  7 ..  55  . 7 '•  106  ' 23 
====-====-====  ====-==,;,=·-.==;======-===-=·===="'===-=;,== 
.  ~ .  : 
-I'' 
r 
: ''• 
. <· 
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(b)  Infringements by  nationals  recorded in 1975  and  1976 
(a)  Distan~e restriction  (450 km)  (Article  6) 
(b) Driving period  (Article 7) 
Continuous 
Daily 
weekly 
(c)  Breaks  (Article  8) 
(d) Daily rest period (Article 11) 
(e)  Weekly  rest period  (Article 12) 
(f)  Control  book  (Article 14  and annex) 
Article 14(1):  no  control book 
Article 14(l)(annex):  control book  not  handed in· 
Article 14(2):  control  books not  entered up  or 
incomplete 
Article 14(4):  exemption from  obligation to use 
tachograph 
Article 14(7):  no  registers kept 
Article 14(7 )':  register£. not properly kept 
Article 14(8):  control books  not  retained 
Annex  4:  weekly report  not  signed 
(g)  Checking regular.services (Article 15) 
l.  Drawing up  a  service timetable 
Drawing up  a  duty roster 
2.  Each  member  of the  crew required to carry a  copy  of 
the service timetable and duty roster 
(h)  European tachograph  (Article 16) 
TOTAL: 
2.  Carriage  of passengers  (1976) 
-
5 
3 
9 
4 
20 
891 
6 
278 
45 
22 
9 
l 
1 
3 
17 
7 
18 
3 
4 
11 
7 
497 
174 
7 
45 
26 
22 
·1 
8 
3 
10 
l  297  .  860 
===========::c.== 
Articles  NL  G  F  UK  Total  Non-nationals  Nationals 
;, 
restriction  (450  kn})- - - - '  Art.  6:'  distance  - 4 
Art.  7':  driving period  - - - - - 3 
Art.  8:  breaks  - - - - -·  -
Art.ll:  daily rest period  - - - - - 4 
Art.l2:  weekly rest period  -.  - - - ...  -
Art.l4{l):  no  control  book  1  1.  1  ~  3  54 
Art.l4(2):  control book not  - ..  - - 2  2  23 
entered up  or incomplete  ' 
Art.l4(7):  registers not kept  or  - - - - - '  16  •  not  properly kept 
'•  ..  Art.l4(8):  control  books not  - - - - - 3  retained  ...  -
TOTAL  ,  ,  1  L  1  · l  2 -..  ·  ·  .  s  .  107  .. 
--------------------------- -h=~~=====~==-=====  ======~-======6=============-=~==~=~~=··  ----------------------------=======~ 
.• 
I ~. 
. ''  24 
....... 
France 
l.  French  crews  (1975) 
Number  of infringements  recorded:··  24  743 
BreakdoWn  of  i~fringemeri.ts of Regulation  (EEC)  No  543/69  recorded by the·· 
.  .  '  .  .  ...  · 
Factor,y·Inspectorate_after di13cs  had been anaiysed during .control visits 
to firms  in the last quarter of 1975 
Excessive daily driving period 
_Excessive  ,continu~us driving period 
Insufficient daily rest period_ 
450  km  limit exceeded 
Excessive weekly driving period 
Excessive fortnightly driving period 
· Failure to enter up  control books properly 
No  control books kept 
Misce,llaneous 
2.  National  and non-national  crev1s  by country  (197.6) 
(a)  Infringements noted in road checks  carried out 
TOTAL 
7  066 
4  708 
6  875 
l  .857 
784 
391 
2  054 
2'24 
784 
··-·----·---··-···-~----~-.----·-.,....,.------:----------.,.----'-------
COUNTRY 
FRANCE  . 
FEDERAL  REPuBLIC  OF  GER1· 
BELGIUM 
DENMARK 
. UNITED  KINGDOM 
NETHERLAliDS 
L:r;XEMBOURG 
ITALY 
IRELAliD 
NON-COMMUNITY  COUNTRIES. 
I 
I· 
i. 
Jl'lJMJ3ER  OF 
-CRJ!MS  CHECKED 
62 '567. 
'  . 1  844 
·1  946 ·'. 
115  ' 
512 
i  164. 
76. 
1'007 
~::·· 65 
1  424 
... 
·.NUMBER .OF  NUMBER  OF 
INFRINGE>'JENTS  ..  OFFICIAL 
'i. 
16  553  2  569  i 
. 113(  11  ·I 
'"  l  417  53  r 
2.7  3  I 
. 90  17 
210  9· 
I 
276  48 
11 
519.  8* 
-·~---······"· ._  .. -···,1"-'--------.,....-...... ---------+----.,.-----:-..-J 
TOTAL 
.: .:  ~- -- .- '  -- ::- =-:;;:  ~  - '- - - ·- ·-·  - -
18  216  2 718 
===.;======·============='========;.===.====i . 
'  ..  , 
7.0  720  ·. 
====================  *  .  .  .  . 
· Nationals  of non-Community  countries  claimed to be unaware of applicable rules 
,and required control measures.  Control  officials preferred to· pass  on information 
rather than resort to sanctions. - 25.-
(b)  · Infringements noted in cont ro1  visits to firms 
Breakdown of infringements  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  543/69 .recorded: 
Exceeding maximum  continuous  ) 
daily  ) 
weekly  ) 
fortnightly  ) 
No  or insufficient daily rest 
driving period 
- 9  686 
14 351 
2  018 
99l 
19  082 
TOTAL  46 128 
====================~=====================~================ 
3.  Number  of infrine;et.nents  of  ~egu1ation (EEC)  No  1463/70 noted 
1975:  10 439 
'1976:  14  433 
!  ~1y stated that the  most  frequent ·infringements had  b~~n ·of Articles 14 
,,_nd  1-5  of Regulation No  543/69 but did not give _details  of t_heir number or 
·of the countries in which the vehicles  of the offenders were  registered. 
'~'~-e  use  of control books  and duty  rosters would  improve  considerably with 
the entry into force  of Law  No  62  on 14  Febr~ar.y 1974 
Details of the  infringements discovered in 1975  and 1976 are given in 
I  : 
point  1  (number  of infringeme:P,ts  of the  Regulation)  of Part II  (infringements. 
·and:  sanctions). of Luxembourg''s  report.  They were  mainly by nationals ·  _. 
effecting international  road haulage  operations using vehicles listed in 
ArticiE? -6  of Regulation No  543/69·. 
Netherlands  .,• 
The  follot"ling is a  break:dovm  of infringements  recorded in 1975  and 1976 
by Article;:;  of the Regulation-and  countries in which the vehicles of the 
offenders  are  registered: 
.. '', 
1·. 
\. 
·Articles 
6 
7/1 
7/2 
713 
7/4 
·a 
11/1. 
1112 .. 
,.  12 
I· . .  14/1 
I  .  14/2 
t  .:'.  ·1~~~ 
.. r-- ·.  ·.·  .. I 
. - 26  ..,. 
. 1975. 
6  525 
. 1 429 
8  314 
1  :241 
_:256. 
1  169 
..  '4-673 
/  208  . 
.  56 .. 
;  '7 380 
' ;tf  542  .. 
. 2 ·2.1.5' 
- 221 
3  966 
1  852' 
··5  362 
··  74o  .. 
.. 80' 
100. 
4  837'' 
. 32 
'  '38 
6  2:31 ... 
.10  1'15 
9  190' 
2.  184 
! 
i 
·j 
I 
! 
,r I 
., 
:I 
..  I. 
~I 
.  'I,:. 
I' 
.  I 
·.  i .  ''  TOTAL' .  .  ..  . .  ..  .  .  '  .  51; 229  .  '  .  . •  '44  727  .•  ' . ·.  J' .. 
.  ~;:,-::::::,;:':::'::,;,::::::::::: ::::;,::,;:::,;,:  :.:::::::':::::::·:;,::::=======-I 
~~- . '  ' 
.  .  \ 
*Article 16 concerns the  impleme~tation of·. Regulation  (EEC)  No. :)..463/70. 
·J 
.  NON-'-NATIONAL  CREWS 
----··---~-.,....---.--.,...-=-~---__,..-=um=  ..  ~'!'biD='""·  --:-~----.----..,_~""'NO--N...;.-C_OMMUNI-.  ---[Tl 
Art ides·  'KINGDOM  . FRANCE  ITALY  COUNTRIES  ·  ·.' 
1-975  1976  1975  1976 •.  1975 ·:t9.76  1975 J976. 
1 
.· 
~------------~--~--~~~~--~~~~------~~~----~~----~~----~--~  . '6  ' 
7/-1  -~ 
.. 7/2· 
7/3 
7/4  I. 
8 
1·1/1. 
'12  .·  . 
'  14/1  .. 
14/2 . 
14/4 
16 
. :-1  ~  - 2~  .  5 
...  .  8· 
o:-:' 
1 .  ,. 
1 .. ·-11.· 
--
. 2' ..... 
1  '  10 
'~ '  .  :.:.·  . 
. ... , 
....  .2  '.- .  7' .-. 
.....  ·5 
.  ·.- '- -~ '' . 
1\-:'·· 
·  .. 6  -·  . ·- . 
3 .  1  2- 4  1 '  2 . ' '  2  .. . 
3  - -2  2  .  1.  >  20·~-·:.  .  .... . 
...4. 
4.  ·.- .  . 23.  ·.·- ....  ·-·.··.  2 ':,. 
..,  -'  --··  .. ·.  ·7·  .- ....... 
·' 
... 
TOTAL  .  . 60  . 307  104  .  s9  :.  9 ·  3  ·  10- . 69  ·  21  · · 3  · 2  "3:0,  · 
=~========.===·==~==-=====!:;~===-==·===========~===·~=====~=====·==-=·~====·====·===============  I  •  .  ~  •  •  ' 
_;,.' 
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Uni~ed Kingdom 
The  following is a  breakdown  of infringements noted in 1975  and 1976 by 
Articles of the Regulation and  countries in which  the vehicle  of the 
offenders  are  registered: 
Articles 
Article  7: 
driving period 
Article  8: 
breaks 
Article11:·· 
NATIONAL  CREWS 
1975 
1 
2 
aaily rest period  2 
Article  14(1): 
no  control  book  ·34 
Article  14(2): 
control book not kept  27 
1976 
: 
... 
;  -
,· 
-
-
22 
9 
.31 
=========================-================================= 
NON-NATIONAL  CREWS 
.  NOH-C~MUH  I  TY 
Articles  B  'D  DK  F  IT  IRL  NL  COUNTRIES 
.1975  1976  1975  1976 
•" 
1975  1976  1975  1976  1975  1976  1975  1976  1975  197t  1975  1976 
Art.  6  1  - - - - - 1  - - - - - - - 1  - .,. 
(450 km)  ., 
i'-t ... t.  7  2  - - - - - 2  1  -·  ..  1  .- - 1  -·  :-
(driving 
I  .. 
period) 
Art.  11  :  1  1  - - - - 1  2  - - 2  -.  - 2  :- -
(daily rest period)  -
Art.  14/1j  1  6  2  5  2  14  17  11 
' 11  3  - - -.  - -·  -
(no  control  book) 
Art.  14/\  - - 1  - 4  - 10  1 .  2  -·  4  7  4  1  6  2 
(control  ook  ' 
not kept) 
-. 
~  .  l,  . .  .  TOTAL  5  1  1  ..  - ·  .10  2  ·  ·19  . 6  2  - . 21  24  .  15  4  .  1.8 ·  S  . 
·==========-===============================-====================-=============================~=~~ .. 
. .  ~ .· 
i'', 
-.  28  .... 
.  / 
. '' 
NON  NATIONAL  ·.cRE:.WS  ( oont. t ·ct_)  . . . .  .  . 
'' 
Article  6 }450 km) 
Article ;7 (drivin/period) 
'A:rtiGle ·11  (daily _rest perioq) 
[' 
·  .... 
.\ 
·-· 
''  !.  • 
:.· 
2.  ,; 
5'-
,14(1). (no- control ·book)·  • 48  ~4  :': 
14(2) ·.{control book not  k~pt).,_  _  ___.. _  _,_ __  .._.:.. __  J1.~  -·~  tL~-
iu'!-iole 
Article 
. ~\YI'AL  _ .  91  42.  • ,. 
~:;;==~=====c:::::::!::::=.:::_=~c:#:=,~=========::====~-;;.~:;:;:  .. :.:..:=:::c=c::i=r=ci~~~====z:~-~~==~c:::==i=.=~  ,..j 
Ireland-
No  _informa1!ion  available  • · 
'. 
Denmark 
.·  .. 
·  ·No  ipt~ringements were  recorded in  1~175•  Nineteen cases. of  infringement. 
of Regtlla.tion. N"o  543/69,  i:J;J  respect of the  ca:rta.~ of goods,  by D~-ish 
operators' in internat:ional  tra.nspo~  operati~.n~ were  reported in  197~~ : . 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
·.They _mainly  concern Artiole  14  (individual contr?l.  book)~ 
'  ' 
•  J  •• 
.  , . 
. ... 
••  ·.1 
..  ' YEAR 
29 
3.  SANCTIONS  APPLIED 
FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF  GERMANY 
1.  Type  and number  of sanctions  imposed  in 1975  and  1976  on 
members  of  nation~l crews. 
Type  of sanction  1975  1976 
' 
Verbal warning  (  7  998 
'(without fine)  (  20.  062  Written warning  (  1  238 
(without fine)  ( 
Warning _and  fine  ' 
'  (a)  to firms  -~·..'  5  965  -3  718 
(b)  to drivers 
:I' 26  260  19  99i ' 
Administrative order  imposing fin~ 
(a)  firms  10  181  5  834 
(b)  dri"vers  18  006  17  312 
!Notification of sanctions  .132  3 
----"---:-....:...=.....:.=• ··- ··--
2.  Type  and  n~ber of  sanctions· imposed  in 1975  and  1976  on 
non-national  crew  members 
Carriage  of passengers and  goods  by road 
- ,  .. 
Administrative 
order  imposing 
fine 
1975  2  168  1  095  12  390-.  8  168 
I 
1976  .  2  698  503  .  13  991  .  9  633  .  l 
:  -~~=============================================-~=================-================~=====d 
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lif;l,ble  for  a.  finE!.  Ih 1979  tihis  f~gure wa.&  3 718  and.  19  991.  re.~~e~tivelJ:" · .. 
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No;t;ifica:bon 'of sanctions were.  serve~, in  132 .cases in  1975  and. in three 
'cases in  1_9'7.6~ 
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The  .following is a.  breakdown  of officials.re:ports in  1976  relating 
to the  carriage·  ~f passengers and actio'n  ta~en  • 
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1.'he  srrlillness of  some  of the fines  :fa  due  'to tho fac-t  tha.t · sevel:·ar fin,..;: 
·  HI'S  Often ;imposed at the  B~me.  t::b~e, ~d. that the. COUrta. ta.h  ,t.hi·~  into .· .. 
account· when  determining  thei~  ·  m~~i  tude· (~l~hougn,  at;:lctry  sp~~~tJg 1 
the  law' does llot  permit  ~oncurr~~ce· of  perui.lti.e~  fot_'  auch  infrin:g<:Jrntmts). 
·The  followh1.g table  shows  the' numb.er. of :fines 'imponed by ~f~nch  ·  9o~ts.  ).n· ...  • 
' .  .-;.·' 
19'(6.  '  '  .  .-..  ~ . 
.1.  Fin~'s 
i  _____  ,  ____ , __ .,.,.. ____ ,  _____  .  -----~ 
.  All)ount~.:  in franc·s  Nwnbar  % 
-.- '·. 
-2.  ·Prison •sentences  .. 
Type_ .  of infr  ].nge,ri~~t-
1--~~---~~~~--~~--~--+·----~v·---~--~~~--~-
6, _uiorithii  susp~nded  Exc~eding 'the daily  d1·:i:.~in~~ 
. :period -::'_fatal, ace:: denf  - · . 
1  I, 
.•'  -- ·- ·- \  -'  :'. 
~' 
·  w'e  m.-1-y. assume. that  the ·coming int-o.  t:o~c.e  o~  ~aw  'No  62  o£  14 _Febr~~:;~r .1 97 ..J. 
. <1nd, in particulai-,  t_he  penal  ties provided .by  that· law _for  infringa;nenb 
have  coritr:lbutcd to general  us~ of the  documents  provi'ded :foi·  b;i 
.- '  -,' .  __ ...  '  '  -'  '  '  ''  '  ..  - - '  '·-
Art-icles '14  anci'  i:5  .of  RegUlation 543/69; _but  while  c~n-~rol. :?ooks and_  . 
logbooks have  be~n issued in large  nwnb~ra, they have  not. alweya  ~-eon 
k~pt_ correctl~·- '  ' 
·,. 
•',_ 
,. 
.·  ....  . , 
/,' ...  33...:.  ,'•. 
···.  \ 
I. 
In  many  cases,  ad.Ininistrative fines ·wer·e  imposed;  however, ·in some 
cases,  it wS:a  thought  prefera'[)le>t<;>.  limit: the  inspectors'  ~ction t~ ' 
explain.in·g the  proper application of  tl~e  Commu!tity. rules. · 
/· 
. LUXEMBOuRG  .  .·  ,...-,,  :: 
'  ~ 
.f 
Th-e  acti~n tak~n oopsisted of oral .and written  ·i~jun,o:~i~ns  a.x~d;  ~n the 
case of  severe  ~r repeated  infringGm_enta •. the tranemissio_n ,of.  reports .. 
.  .  - .  .  .  .  . .  .  ; .  '  ~ 
·tq  :the  .le~l authorities r'or  investig~t'ion.  No  i:rit'ormation was  provi~ed~ :. 
'  .  .  .  : 
·F.ilJout  the  aot:lon ta:\cen  on these reportso . 
'.  _. .. 
.  ..  . · 
/' 
··. 
t?Jice ,reports and  contro}-_£Ei.Eorj;~ ~~ carriage of _fl?ods  · 
~~J.'~~  -
romfl~y 
___ .,..._,..._._ 
-Police  ~ports I  . 
-- ··-------'··---··-
Control 
1 
Inf 
reports* 
I 
~~~~me~~-.  -~~;:.~--·r·:;~~~"  .. 
.  'filect  .  . 
_. 
"  ................. 
'  . 
'1975  1976  1975  1976  . 19 
;_ 
'. 
N  e the:rlands  14.293  13  605'  - - 51'  2 
I 
Belgium  13  '  35  29  2J'  •'  ·. 
.......... _....  .  '  - ' 
is .  19i6·  1975  1976  ,'9 ,; F': ·i ' 
44:727  914  . .675  1177131  369 'I  Y·;'.:. 
to  · Jo7  3ps_ . -,.  1szs  ..  '·  . j 
29 
Germ.."Lny  4  6  41  . 26  1 
' 
04  84  .  30  205  '3  I 
-· 
.,. 
'  United Kingd.om  ...  4  2  .9 
.  I 
....  l 
I 
i  .. 
. 
j Fr<3-nce  1  13  4 
1Italy  - 1  ~ 
.. 
-; 
1 
·J  2' 
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21, 
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. i 
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I NOlJ-COPir.lLU'!i ty 
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I  3  I 
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!  I  ·I 
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'+-----.  ··-
I  ----- -
1 
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Ho  penalties  imposed.-
l.m~  ~r.  Article  6  of the.law on the length of driving hni.e ~(Netherlands 
·  ~lff10~al Journal  193~, 802)!  th!;1  ma.ximum.penalty for  infrin~ments'' 
· .. 1e Fl  300  or  a.  month  e  impr1sonrnont  an(t,  if the  offence. is z:epeated 
. withi.n two years, Fl  600  or ·two  months'  imprisonment.  ·  · · • 
/ 
·The  following :table  gives a  b·feakdown  of the  pe~a.ltiea,·per  ar~j~le 
infringed imposed on Dutch Undertakings  j_n  respect  of the:  carJ.•iag'.:: 
;  .  -. ·; 
. of goods by road  •.. 
N\unb~r of.·· ·Number  of  l.nfringeme=~-=----T----,::·~::1~~~-- ;1:~:--~~--. ··-·"! ·  '. 
polioe  recorded -in pol Lee  reports  .  ·  ~i-ld~,.r..,i  1· 
reports •. 
'·.,  \. 
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J  9  ·  '  .1  . · ·u  I.  so.  J  nu  ;  . 
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·.  The  t~ilowing tables ·provide:. a  b;eakdo~ of· the  P.ena_l~ie_s.  i._mpose4;  on • 
. Dut~h.  roacf t'z.ahspcrt  u,ndertaking's ·b~s~d in  CO\U'lt~"ies. othi:fr  the.n the 
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_( 6)  Non-Community  undertakings - Goods  haulage 
l
~~~icles 
of the 
Regulation 
1'·(1) 
'l4 (2) 
Several 
'articles 
Number 
of police 
reports 
1975  '1976 
1 
.  2 
3 
Number 
of control 
reports 
1975  1976 
'  ' 
2 
1 
Total  of infringements 
recorded in police and' . 
control reports.  '  .Total  fines 
1975  1976  (gu~~l/~) 
2  1 
2 
25 
30 
-. 
6  2  1  2  28  .  30 
======.==  ==~===  ============== ===='===·==== ============  ========:;:==i==:.::::::;·::::-:;:::: 
2 
Unscheduled passesger 
-transport' 
2 39a  -
/  ' 
. - ..  \ 
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UNITED  KINGDOM 
Details of breaches and penalties imposed are· shown for.  1975  and 1.976 
in the fbllowing .t~bie: 
_,....;.,-,---:-~---.--+---,-----·-·. -·  -------.  ----:--·~~--~- --
·.' 
.. ·, 
I
'  Articles 
of .the 
Regulation 
·Verbal 
:wa;rnings 
Written 
warnings 
Total fines 
Art.  b 
(450 ·k"l) 
·~>.rr.  1 
contd.driving. 
llail y  "· 
.  week 1  y':  ":, 
·  1\r t.  8 
<  i~ten·uf..•t.) 
Art.  11  . 
(dally  rest)  . 
Art.  ·12 
('weekly  rest) 
· Ar·t.  'i4· 
carrying .of  -
controlbook) 
keeping  of  .  · 
control  book) 
· keep111g  ot  : 
2 
. 47 
.. 49 
102' ·.· 
1975 
·.·- .... 
...  ""'!. 
2 
;·,_ 
. '11···· 
.3 
-·. 
22  18 
. :.- ;::  :·:.::=':-::~:·#-~· ";":===:-=::=;:_: ===:  === ==-================= 
I'. 
'. 
·poLice reports  i:it &:  · Suspensions. 
·-...:.;.---~-r  '-----·  __  :_ 
. . 
3 
4 
19  . 
3 
. 29 
======== 
',  ·\ 
.  '\. 
·,,·· 
1976 
2 
6 
15 ... 
5 
·28 
·.·'· 
''  ·: 
1975 
_4 
20 
7 
2 
5 
'2 
'40'. 
98 
7 
185 
.  1.<1:'6  1':f75 
'1 
,.3  11 j 
n·  2~ 
.;..  2S 
..  , 1  ft. 
.,  75 
12  g(.)7 
61  1224 
' 
.·. 
2  160 
107  2558 
·-o;o...--. 
,1975 
.  . 
,;:o 
·.bd'· 
50  .. 
... 
1Ji.'j 
.  t.:jc 
1190 
'1665 
: 
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Cases brought  before th13  Courts by. the Licenf:iing Authorities during  1975. 
'.  .  .  - I  . 
and  1976  related· only to  UK  operators or undertakings. ·  They  included 
some  offences committed during 1974·  and 1975  but not brought  to trial 
.·until ·1975  and 1976.  ,  In 1975  some  offences .were ·discovered by checks 
at  the premises of undertakings.  In a  number  of insta:nces  one driver 
· . was  charged with more than  one  category of., offence' or  with repeated; 
offences  • 
.  DENMARK 
\, 
Since no  infringements  were  recorded in 1975,  no penalties  were  imP.osed 
that year. 
The  following penalties· were  imposed 'for infringements  discovered in 
1976: 
(a)  eight Wa.rnings 
(b)  eight  fines  imposed  ori  employers  (operators). 
from  Dkr 200 to600. · · 
.... 
The fines varied · 
( c}. fol,U' ·fines· im'posed  on drivers.  The fines varied from.'Dkr  100 to  200. 
One  infringement  resulted ili a  penalty affecting both th.e  operator ~  · 
·the driver.  The  fine totalt-ed Dkr  4  90Q. 
IRELAND 
No  informatio~ available. 
,  I 
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.  MUTUAL  .MUL'!IILATERAL  .ASSISTANCE  'BErWEEN  MEMEER  STATEs  AND  NOT.IFICA'l'IOU  OF  .Ill. 
'  ', ,  TNFR1NGEME1f.l1S 
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'As  in .previ8u~  ye~Ts,' the ·Fed~ral Government  COJ1tinued' t.o  make .every,-:effort  . 
iP:l975 ailq,.l976, :to  disc~~s  .the  fmpie~~ntation' of_Re~lati6;n No .54~/69 w:j. t~ 
·its ri~i~hbOl,trs'•  ..  · ·  .'  ·  ··  ·.  .  .  ·  ·"  ~:  'i.  ·,  •.  :.:  ·  ..  1  ·  .. _  ••• 
·!·  .,  •  ; •• 
· Biiater8l.ta1ks were held with the French Gover:iunent  'in :Paris .on  7  and 
,·. 8  Novemb~r l975,' ~i  th 'th~' Dutch  Go~e~etit i~: Miinste;  -~ri :2'7. and.'' .  . ' 
28.  No~~mber 1975 .and  with rep~e~:~ritatives ~of the  A"9-st'ri~ :Govehriuent  in" 
Vienna~o~ 14  aJ'ld  15, Septemb_er1976~.  .  .  ,  . . .  .  ... 
'  ·.·  .  ..  .  .  '  '  .  . ...  , 
·,  . 
. :  ! 
'.·  ..  ·  ' 
·:  BELGIUM 
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''L  Mutual' assistanc.e  (Article.l8(2)) ··· 
•..  '  . 
In  1975  and .1976 the Nini~try of transport  forwarde'q:_. a total of' four offi.cial 
.. ,·  .  ..  ·.  .  .  _.,. 
r~ports  .. by  French: inspecti.ng off)cers dn Belgian creli mei!).bers  to  th~ 
•  •  . • .  •  '  '  t·- ,'.  •  •  •  .  •  •  ' .  ~ 
competent. courts  'fO'rfurt~er ·acti'on.  ,  ..  .·  ..  ,·  .  \  i. 
'_,. 
',  - ~  ·, 
2 ... Notif'ic~tion 6f. i~f.ri~ge~ents''(Article' I8(3)} . 
. ,  The. ~inis:t;cy' .Qf  Transport  s'~~t-l~st13  ~f official  repo~ts ·o~ 'O.ri:vers  :bf 
.  ~  '  : .  .  .  .  .  '  .  .  .  ' 
'vehicles  reg:i,~te'red in other M~mber S.tates to thef relevant ·autho;r:ities  ....  '  .  '  '"'  '  .  .  .·_  ,··. 
,of>tP,ese  cdunt~ies for" info~ati~n." ··, ·, 
·'  ...  ! 
. It  .was :notified 'of: 9ffences committed W Beigiari  nationa~s  .. Jh  the· 
I  •  .  '  •  ·• 
.. '3.  .Notific~t'ion of sanCtions·  .·.' 
:No:  d~t~ils were  re~~:i:v'ed of  sanctions·"i~Iq)ose?-. in:·other Member  stat-~s·  . 
. Detail·J 6r  a'cticm' tS1ceri··<moff'icial' r~por~~ by French- ~nsp.ectini' offi~·e.rs 
refe;rre~. to under poi:n,t. i- 'l>lere  s'erit  to' tlie ·  ~ele;ant Fre:hch  de~artmerit; 
.  ~· .  . .  .,.  . 
\,  . 
France  informe'd an the  :r.1ember··state~  c~;nceri:J.ed 'of  infringem~n~s  c~mmi  tted . 
'.  ·-~.their  natio~als.  inFran~e~···'  \  ' 
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ITALY 
-No  information available. 
LUXEMBOURG 
The  Member  States were  notified of a  number  of serious offences. 
NETHERLANDS 
Assistance  was  rendered  ~d received by the Netherlands  in a  large 
number  of ·cases. · · 
A  total  of 41  cazes  in 1975  and  26  in 1976  were  reported to the Federal 
Republic of Germany.  The  Netherlands  was  notified of 3 217  cases by the 
'  ' 
Federal Republic  of Germany  in 1975· and  of '4  498  cases  in 1976.· 
Belgium reported  a  total of 260  cases in 197 5 and  84  in 197 6. 
Two  cases of  off~nces were  reported by  France in 1975. 
The  Netherlands  was  notified of 3  217  cases in which  sanctions were 
imposed by the Federal Republic  of Germany  in 1975  and of 4 498  in 1976. 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
Discussions vfi th other .Niember  States are held from  time  to time. 
Repeated offences by  the  same  operator are  reported every tfiree  months 
in  a  standard form  to the other Member  State concerned. 
DENMARK 
No  offence  or sancttons were  reporteo  in 1975. 
Danish  a:uthori ties of·  one  offeJ:J.ce  in 
11976  •. , 
IRELAND 
No  information a:vaJlable. 
Belgium notified the 
. I <.• 
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. IV.  CONCLUSIONS  AND  SUGGESTIONS  ~i THE  MEMBER  STATES 
1.  _!ssessment  of the application of the Regulatio:n 
FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF  GERMANY 
A large.number of .seripus breaches of the rules on driving perfods, breaks· 
·and rest periods was. also reported in 1975  and 1976.  These  concerned 
crews  from South-east European  co~ntries in particular.  German  road 
haulage  operators  and drivers .had resp'ected tl:).e .social  rules relating t? 
road transport more  strictly thanks largely to control  measures taken. 
Drivers  and ~operators had  ~ndeavoured :to  comply with the provisions  of 
.  .  . 
Regulation  (EEC). No  ,543/69.  As  a  resu~  t  'of. fines  imposed,  operators 
pla.mJ.ed their schedules more  carefully to ens.ure that. their. crews. complied . 
with t4e rules.  In s·oine  cases, .additional drivers were  employed or.  : · 
journeys broken to. allow other ·driver.s  to· t.ake  over, or for overnight  stops •. 
A specific programme·  of control  measures  and information  camp~ign are required 
to ensure stricter compliance with social J.egislation in this area.· 
.  '  .~ 
German· operators and road haulage  and transport  organizations generally. 
complain that  checks  oh  compliance with Regulation  (EEC)  No  543/69  vary 
·and  offences are not· punishec3. hard  enough.  In the  vie~~ of the Fe_deral 
Government,  this si  tue.tion leads to serious ·distortions of competition  .• 
BELGIUM  ·-·--
Control bod.ies  again found that only large-scale operators belonging to 
trade organizations were  fully .acquainted and up-to-date vri.th  the  .  .  .  . 
prov'isions  of.Regulation  (EEC)  No  543/69. 
.  . 
:' l1-4 
The  suggeDtion put  foniard  in pre-vious reports of making  the  provisions  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  ·:N~  543/69  better knm·:n  by  making  t,tle  issue  of a  commercial 
driving licence  in 'all i<'Iembcr ·States  conditional  on passing a  theoretical 
e}:amina.tion on the  main provision::.;  of the Regulation should be  given further 
thought. 
The  increase  in the  number  of checks ·in 1976  (+  9%  compared with 1975)  vras 
matched by· a  decrease  of  4o,r;;  in the  number  of offences  in the  same  period.-
This trend is probably  attrib1.l~able to the  fact  that the road haulage  sector 
is better acquainted •·lith the provisions of Regulation  (EEC)  No  543/69. 
FRAHCE  ·,,  . 
The  conclusio~~ and  suggestion~ made  in the preceding report  are still vaiid 
(standardization of record sheets for  control  equipment  - harmonization of 'the 
'!;.)  pe_  and  number  of docwnent.s  used by  approved :national  equipment  for internati.onal 
' 
transport  operations  on those used for  standard Community  equipment). 
I'l'ALY  -
Analysis  of the  information  i~ the Italian authorities  •  possession reveals 
that the provisions. of the Regulation _had  been generally respe.cted in 
the preceding year although reservations must be made  abou~ the keeping 
of duty.rosters  and individual control books.  This weakness  shoUld be 
overcome by the gradual introduction of tachographs..  :Better results 
" 
...... 
.  . ~  . 
I 
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·.could Uri.doubtedly be :pbtained by taking s;;teps .  ._to  make'~ pa:M;~cularly 
sma;l.l  and medium-siied ....,  firms  a~re of .the provisiorip  of' the Regl.ilation, 
!  .  '  '  .  .  '  . 
·i.e. by  organiz~ug a  regular and hence  efficient.progl-amnie· for·inspecting 
officers  •. 
LUXEMBOURG 
Obvious  prog;r:ess .  ~s  m~de  i~ applying the .  prov:l.sions  of Regulation  .. · 
·.(Em) No  543/69  s;ince the. last :repo~t· (covering period 1  January.1974 
.  '  '  .  '  . 
t~ 31  Dece~be:r;- ~974)~  the .general  numb-er  of  offence'& noted in the  1975  . 
and  1976 ~,reports being  lower~ ·  This  po,sitive trend is mainly 
.  i  .  ·J  . 
attri~utable to the dissuasive .influence of the LUxe!llbourg  regulation 
of  23  December  1972  which  prov;ides  fqr··  sanctio;ns for breaches  of 
Regulation No.  543/69.  . It is impossible to  .s~y·with. aily certainty 
how  far Community  rules are res.peqted until. the  abov~  :Luxe~bour-g · 
regulation  has  be~n in ·force for a ·number  of years. 
NEI'HERLANDS 
Available information reveals that  official reports  w~re made  :o~ 9~ 
.or"  vehicles  si;oppe.d  in 19.75·  ~d  rri 9.8% in. 1916.  . oc  ·thet~:ta.t  orr~nces 
reported,  53-5'%'  i'n 1975  .and  6~%' in 197.6  concern~d the use 'of 'control 
.. ·equipment,· 48.7% in 197.5 :_and  36%  in 1976 the use. of .the. oont~o'l book. 
·  · (Articl'e· 14(1) and ( 2))  and  4~8% in 1975  and  26%  in 1976the  ~s~ o'f  the 
tachograph (Article 14(4) ·and .t\rticle 16)  • 
. The  number  of vehicles  checJ_c~d ros~ from  1_2  ·ooo .in .1974 to  15.  000  in'. 
1975  and *:B  agai~ substanti.'al in 19.76,,. while the number. of. drive.rs  . 
s~t_isfactorily using· a 'control book rose from. 98% in 1974,  99% .in  1975, 
' 
to 99.7%in 1976.  The. number  of  offence.s  prosec:uted in':the.Courts· ..  · 
,substantiaLl-y 'reftecting external factors rather than  .. an  increase· . 
.  '  .  ..:  ' 
·i  .. 
'. 
{  ' 
':. 
,1.' 
I'  ••.  '. 
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in the rrumber  of  offences  qommitted.  These factors  include  improved 
data collection,  to encompass  all cases  decided during the years and 
more  rigorous  enforcement  now  that  operators have had time to become 
accustomed t'o  the  Regulation~ 
These  encouraging figures again show  a  high and increasing degree  of 
compliance  With  the  Regulation,  though it should be recalled that 
Regulation 543/69  has applied during this period only to international 
transport  which  represents less than 10%  of all  jo~neys. 
DENl'.ffi.RK 
It is impossible to make  a  general assessment  of how  Regulation 
(EED)  No  543/69  has been implemented since it has  only applied to 
international transport  operations  since 1975· 
2.  Difficulties in checking mether the individual control book is 
used in international transport  operations 
FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF  GEIDf.LANY 
N'Jajor  I>r9blems  are still experiep.ced in checking vehicles from 
non-community  countries  entering the 'Federal  Republic  of Germany.  It 
is virtually impossible to check driving and rest periods  since crew 
members  do  not  usually carry any record of their activities.  In many 
cases it is not  until the driver has been questioned thoroughly (in 
many  instances  with difficulties of communication)  or the documents 
carried have themselves been examined that it becomes  clear that the 
rule.s have not  been respected,.  Fir~s and drivers will be made  more 
aware  of the rules governing driving and rest  periods  once the AErR 
has been ratified,. as  planned,  in all Member  states.  The  entry into 
force  of the AETR  in the Community. will be  of indisputable value from 
the viewpoint  of road safety and social progress. t 
'~· .47  ~ 
.  : . 
BELGIUM 
pontrol bod:L~s agai:1 found that only·1arge-scale OPE!rators belonging: 
to trade.  c:ir~anizations were fully acquaint~d ;;;t.nd  up-to-date. with the'. 
rules  of Regulation (EEc).li!o  543/69  ori  the .use .of th,e  individua:i  control 
. book in internat~iori:al ·transport  operations.  · 
FRANCE· 
• See  above. 
ITALY 
Thoro~h .examination of data;  r~vealed that the provisions of 
Regulation (l)mri)  No. 543/69  on the use of the individual control book 
'  '  I  ' 
in international transport  operations  were  generally respected throughout 
most  of Italy. 
·.  LUXEMBOURG 
. No  comment  made~ 
NErHERLANDS 
No  ·new  comments  by the Netherlands. 
UNrrED  KINGDOM . 
. ·No  difficulties in dhecking of  individual. control books have :been 
reported~ 
··DENMARK 
·_  •\' 
No  problems· encountered in· checking· the use  of the· individual control 
.  ' 
' 
boqk ·in international transport  operations l:Jet ween  Member  States. 
~  '  .  . 
·.  r . .. 
.  .. ·. 
.  . .  : 
•••  1 
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3.  SUggestions  on :possible changes to the layout  of the standard report 
.·FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF  GERMANY 
The  Feder~l Gove·rn:ment  had no  special  suggestions to  make~ 
BELGIUM 
Belgium has. no  comments. to make  at  present. 
FRANCE 
There is still room for th.e  lay9ut  o;r' the report to be  simpli;fied.  The 
.  . 
section under  which  offences must  be  entered· separately according to  .  .  .  .  .  ' 
whether they apply to the 9arriage·or goods,  regular  pas~enger services 
or 'occasional  passenger services could,  for  example,  be .deleted. 
. .  - .  '  .  . 
Ex:pe:dence  has  shown that  none  of the Member  states has the requisite 
stati~tical resources to do  this,.  and that  incompl,et e  details supplieq. 
I 
by  some  :MeJ:11ber  States may  give' rise to questionabl,e  interpret·~tions~ · 
ITALY  -
No  comment ·made. 
4~  Suggested ways  of  improving the application ·of Regulation  C~) No  543/69 
FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF  GERMANY 
The  Federal· Government  feels that  steps should be taken t'o make  the 
ind,ustry more  aware  of  socia~ legislation on  r~ad transport and believes 
that the most  effective  way  qf  d~ing this is ·t'o  issue leaflets .containing 
details of these rules·. 
,' ''  ·. 
.  I 
·-
.... · 
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BELGIUM.· 
Control .bodies again found thci.t  only large-scale operatprs belonging. 
to trade. organizations  were  f:ully acquaint_ed and u:P-to-d&te  With the 
provisions of  ~egu1ation (EEXJ)  ·No  -543/69~  Th~ idea put  forward in 
previous 'reports. of making the industry  more~ atiare oi the. rules' of 
· Re~lati~n No  S43/69.  by~ making the issue  ~f  ~- comrri~rciaJ driving · 
lice.nce  ~onditional-~h passing a  .theo;·~tic~l.·  examination .on  t.he main-: 
provisions ·or  the Regulation could hence be. given 'further thought. 
~  ..  .  ~ 
FRANCE 
.  ~ \ 
. Th~ c.onclusions  and_-sugget;itiop.s  made  in. the previous r.eport  are ,still 
~lid  (stand.ardizatio~ of record ~sheets for control ,equ~pn{errt  :.::-,  .· 
. harmonizat ipn. of the <type  ahd m.linbe;r .·of  documents. used by app;roved 
national  equipment' for  international transport  operations on,those 
.  ( 
for standard c6mmi.mity  equipment)~-
UNITED  KINGDOM 
The ·unit.ed Kirigdoin  maintains .th~t greater -fl.exibility i.s :required 
as a. result  of _the  Coinmiss.ion1s .:review.·_. If.this .is achieve.d,  th~ 
United Kingdom  hopes to maintain the same  hig}1  degree  o:(  compliance _ 
with the -Regulation when  it is applied to domestic- operations  •. 
·DENMARK 
Denpiark  wou;Ld  lilce a  great.er  ..  degree. of .fl!3xibHi  ty. in., the. standards ·  J  • 
to be used. 
.  ~  .  ,-_,  .. 
. ,. 
. '' 
,_. 